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Abstract 

Optimal coverage of wireless sensor networks is one of the most fundamental problems 

for constructing efficient perception layer of the Internet of Things. On the basis of 

research on spatial neighborhood, the node coverage and area coverage models are 

analyzed, then an optimal coverage algorithm of wireless sensor networks is proposed 

based on particle swarm optimization with coherent velocity. Experimental results show 

that the algorithm can significantly improve the network coverage; in addition, the 

coherent velocity can effectively avoid network prematurely into a local optimal solution, 

so as to enhance the network coverage. 

 

Keywords: wireless sensor networks; optimal coverage; particle swarm optimization; 

coherent velocity 

 

1. Introduction 

Because of the advantages of deployment flexibility, environmental adaptability, 

network self-organization and easy to extend, wireless sensor networks have attracted 

tremendous research interest in academia and industry recently. In the Internet of Things 

era, all objects and information access networks, so wireless sensor networks is 

particularly important as an ubiquitous information perception network. It is flexible and 

fast to construct perception layer include monitoring nodes and aggregation nodes, then a 

variety of environments and monitoring targets information is acquired and aggregated by 

multi-node collaboration to achieve seamless integration of the real physical world and 

the virtual information world [1]. It completely changes the interact manner between 

humans and nature. 

Optimal coverage of wireless sensor networks is one of the most fundamental problems 

for constructing efficient perception layer network. It not only achieves network coverage 

maximization, but also avoids coverage of blind spots [2]. Sensor nodes are divided into 

static nodes and dynamic nodes. Static nodes are easy to achieve coverage optimization in 

the case of artificial deployment, while redundant deployment and sleep scheduling of 

nodes are adopted to achieve maximize coverage optimization in the case of random 

deployment. Mobile robot or simple activity node is generally used as dynamic node to 

take on environmental monitoring and data gathering in a special area, so the mobility is 

fully utilized to expand the monitoring range, reduce blind spots, and enhance the network 

coverage [3]. 

In this paper, on the basis of research on spatial neighborhood, the node coverage and 

area coverage models are analyzed, then an optimal coverage algorithm of wireless sensor 

networks based on particle swarm optimization with coherent velocity is proposed. The 

algorithm regards the network coverage maximization as fitness function of coverage 

optimization, and inertial velocity, individual acceleration, coherent velocity are 

comprehensively considered to achieve node moving to the optimal position for optimal 

coverage of the monitoring area [4]. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview of the 

state of the art regarding deployment and optimize coverage algorithm of wireless sensor 

networks. Section 3 describes the preliminary of spatial neighborhood organization, node 

and area coverage model. Section 4 provides the overall architecture of our proposed 

coverage optimization algorithm. The implementation procedures are detail described in 

Section 5. In Section 6, the experimental results are presented and analyzed. Finally, we 

finish with conclusions in Section 7. 

 

2. Related Works 

The effectiveness of cluster-based distributed sensor networks depends on a large 

extent of the coverage provided by the sensor deployment. Zou et al. proposed a virtual 

force algorithm (VFA) as a sensor deployment strategy to enhance the coverage after an 

initial random placement of sensors [5]. Benyuan et al. defined three coverage measures 

to characterize the area coverage, node coverage and the capability to detect objects 

moving in the network, then approached the coverage problem from a theoretical 

perspective and exported the fundamental limits of the coverage of a large scale sensor 

networks [6]. Honghai et al. addressed the issues of maintaining sensing coverage and 

connectivity by keeping a minimum number of sensor nodes in the active mode in 

wireless sensor networks, and devised a decentralized optimal geographical density 

control (OGDC) algorithm for density control in large scale sensor networks [7]. Due to 

constraint of associated battery power, Demin et al. regarded coverage and lifetime as two 

paramount problems, and provided an analytical framework for the coverage and lifetime 

of wireless sensor networks with 2D Gaussian distribution [8]. 

Particle swarm optimization is widely used in wireless sensor networks. Jize et al. 

corrected situations by employing some mobile robots as mobile nodes in wireless sensor 

networks which can actively move to desired locations for repairing the broken networks. 

The algorithm named particle swarm genetic optimization (PSGO), which imported 

selection and mutation operators in the PSO to overcome the premature fault of classical 

PSO, was proposed to redeploy the mobile robots according to the node density for 

repairing the sensing coverage hole after their initial random deployment [9]. Aiming at 

the coverage problem of wireless sensor networks, Aziz et al. proposed an algorithm to 

optimize sensor coverage using PSO and Voronoi diagram, in which PSO was used to 

find the optimal deployment of the sensors that gave the best coverage and Voronoi 

diagram was used to evaluate the fitness of the solution [10-11]. Zhiming et al. provided a 

method of improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) to solve the node deployment 

problem in wireless sensor networks which was always consist of stationary and mobile 

sensor nodes, and evaluated the coverage ratio achieved using the traditional VFA and 

IPSO [12]. Xingzhen et al. applied PSO to maximize the coverage of mobile sensor 

networks in limited mobility model, and reduced energy consumption during the node 

move process [13]. 

Due to the number of sensors, region of interest (ROI) and limited sensing range 

aspects, Wan et al. provided a solution by engaging grid diagram with PSO [14]. Xue et 

al. proposed a virtual force directed co-evolutionary particle swarm optimization 

(VFCPSO) algorithm with the collaboration of multiple sensor nodes, in which a 

combined objective function was used to achieve the tradeoff of coverage and energy 

consumption [15]. Salehizadeh et al. proposed a node deployment algorithm for mobile 

sensor networks based on individual particle optimization (IPO) for the purpose of 

maximum coverage in environment, and the mobile nodes would relocate themselves to 

find the best deployment under various kinds of situations in order to cover the largest 

area [16]. Aziz et al. took the energy consumption into account, and gave a two phase 

PSO algorithm towards coverage maximization and energy conservation for mobile 
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wireless sensor networks. Both objectives were tackled in separate phases with coverage 

maximization in the first phase while energy conservation in the second phase [17].  

For investigating the performance of different paradigms, Xue et al. extended the 

centralized VFCPSO to distributed VFCPSO, heterogeneous hierarchical VFCPSO and 

homogeneous hierarchical VFCPSO (Homo-H-VFCPSO), and the solution of preferential 

deployment in interested region was also analyzed [18]. Joon-Woo et al. proposed a new 

approach to solving the efficient-energy coverage problem using three pheromones ant 

colony optimization (TPACO) algorithm, in which the local pheromone helped an ant 

organize its coverage set with fewer sensors. The other two global pheromones were used 

to optimize the number of required active sensors per Point of Interest (PoI), and to form a 

sensor set that had as many sensors as an ant had selected the number of active sensors by 

using the former pheromone [19]. 

 

3. Preliminary Modeling 
 

3.1. Spatial Neighborhood 

In particle swarm optimization, mutual exchanges could be achieved through the 

exchange of successful experience between the particles in the same neighborhood. In 

wireless sensor networks, it is not suitable for global optimization by whole network 

communication in the condition of nodes with limited communication capability and 

energy. In order to get the trade-off between convergence speed and optimal solution, the 

nodes organize a certain number of neighbours to construct a spatial neighborhood, in 

other words, they decompose the global optimal solution into multiple local optimal 

solution of spatial neighborhood [20]. There are two methods of construction: (1) 

neighborhood with fixed radius, in which the number of nodes in each neighborhood may 

be different; (2) neighborhood with certain number, in which the node should dynamically 

adjust the communication radius to communicate with neighbours [21]. Figure 1 shows 

the spatial neighborhood iU  construction of node i, in which (b) and (c) indicate the 

different results by method (1) and (2), respectively. 
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Figure 1. Spatial Neighborhood of Sensor Node 

 

3.2. Node Coverage Model 

The cover range of sensor node si is the circular area of its own coordinates (xi, yi) as 

the centre and monitoring distance r as the radius. The Euclidean distance between the 

sensor node si and the monitoring target k with coordinates (x, y) is dik, and computed as 

follows: 
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ik i id x x y y   
                                                     (1) 

Due to environmental noise and signal strength attenuation with larger transmission 

distance, the monitoring ability of sensor nodes shows some uncertainty. pik is used to 

indicate the probability of monitoring target k covered by node si, and computed as 

follows: 
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                                (2) 

where r is the monitoring radius, re(0< re <r) is the uncertain monitoring radius error of 

node, and   is the uncertain monitoring coefficient which reflects the fitness of 

environment for monitoring. So the taking value of   is depend on uncertain 

environmental noise. Figure 2 shows the relationship between pik and dik with different 

uncertain monitoring coefficient. According to the Figure, we can select a bigger 

coefficient to reduce the coverage probability rapidly in a complex monitoring 

environment. 
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Figure 2. Probability of Monitoring Target k Covered by Node si 

Any monitoring target k may be covered by multiple sensor nodes, so the combined 

coverage Pk is formed by all the nodes cover probability, and computed as follows: 

 1 1k ik
i

P p  
                                                                    (3) 

 

3.3. Area Coverage Model 

Assume that the monitoring area A is divided into m×n pixel points in two-

dimensional, so there are m×n monitoring targets. The number of sensor nodes deployed 

in the area is N, and the set of nodes is marked as S={s0,s1,s2,……sN}. The whole network 

coverage Rarea is the ratio of combined coverage of nodes set S to monitoring area 

acreage, and computed as follows: 

k
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                                                                        (4) 

Because of the limited ability of sensor nodes, it is rather complex for optimal coverage 

of the whole network, and the coverage calculation within the local neighborhood of node 

i is more suitable. The local neighborhood coverage what is marked as Ri is the ratio of 
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the combined coverage of nodes in the spatial neighborhood iU  to according proportion 

of monitoring area acreage, and computed as follows: 
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m n
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                                                             (5) 

 

4. Coverage Optimization Algorithm 
 

4.1. Node Position Optimization 

In this algorithm, the maximization neighborhood coverage Ri of node i is regarded as 

the optimization goal. It is a function of the number of rounds iteration t, marked as f(t). 

Each sensor node is seen as a particle individual, and its coordinates change with t [22]. In 

order to facilitate the presentation, there does not distinguish between the dimension of 

node coordinates, and entirely mark the coordinates of node i at the number of rounds t as 

Li(t). 

For each individual, the optimal position marked as Bi(t) is the best position for node i 

located from the beginning to the number of rounds t, then the individual best position of 

node i at the number of rounds t+1 is computed as follows [23]: 
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The position movement of node i from the number of rounds t to t+1 is depend on a 

certain velocity marked as Vi(t+1). It is formed by inertial velocity, acceleration and 

coherent velocity, and it is computed as follows: 

          1 1 2 ,1i i i i c iV t wV t c r t B t L t c v       
                          (7) 

where w is the inertia weight of velocity; c1 and c2 are the individual acceleration and 

coherent velocity scale factor respectively; r1(t) is a random number on [0,1] at the 

number of rounds t; ,c iv
 is the coherent velocity of node i. 

After each movement, the coordinates of node i is need to be updated. The change of 

position from the number of rounds t to t+1 is the velocity, so it can be computed by 

following equation at the number of rounds t+1. 

     1 1i i iL t L t V t   
                                                            (8) 

In order to avoid the node moving out of the monitoring area, a reverse ricochet 

strategy is used after collision, and the distance of reverse ricochet is calculated as 

follows: 
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                                                   (9) 

where minL
is the minimum coordinates of monitoring area, and maxL

is the maximum 

coordinates of monitoring area. 

 

4.2. Inertia Weight of Velocity 

Both the local and global optimization will benefit solving some kinds of problems. 

There is a trade-off between the global and local optimization for different problems. 

Considering of this, an inertia weight of velocity w is introduced. The w, which reflects 

the memory of movement history, plays the role of balancing the global and local 

optimization, controls the influence of previous velocity on next movement. The larger 

value of w is conducive to exploration and increase the diversity of possible solutions, 
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while the smaller value of w will enhance local development capabilities. It means that the 

inertia weight of velocity w can balance the local and global during the optimization 

process, and the values of w can be a fixed value, also can dynamically change with 

generation number. Three methods of value selection are described as follows: 

(1) Random adjustment 

In each round iteration, a randomly w within the range [0, 1] is selected, such as from 

the Gaussian distribution [24]: 

 ,w N  
                                                                            (10) 

In which, we can let  =0.729， =0.5 inspired by predecessors’ constriction factor 

concept. 

(2) Linear decreasing 

A linear approach for w can be used to decrease from the beginning of larger value to a 

smaller value [25-26]: 
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where nt is the maximum number of rounds iteration executed by the algorithm, and 

w(0) and w(nt) are the initial and final inertia weight of velocity, as well as w(t) is the 

value of inertia weight at the number of rounds t. 

According to the previous work, the optimal solution can be improved by varying the 

value from 0.9 at the beginning to 0.4 at the end for most problems. 

(3) Non-linear decreasing 

On the other hand, a non-linear approach for w can be adopted to decrease from the 

beginning of larger value to a smaller value [27]: 
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where nt is the total number of generations for which the algorithm runs and t is the 

present generation number, and let w(0)=0.9 in general. 

The inertia weight of velocity selection is flexible as described above. The random 

adjustment method is simple and effective, but ignores the influence of the number of 

rounds iterations, so this method reduces the speed of convergence; the linear or non-

linear decreasing method significantly improves the speed of convergence, and the non-

linear decreasing method is more considering the difference of different iterative phase, to 

improve the ability of the algorithm to explore a better solution. 

 

4.3. Coherent Velocity 

In order to avoid the neighborhood nodes at the same time moving towards a same 

position, resulting in a local optimum rather than search for a better solution, a definition 

of coherent velocity is introduced, and then it is used to explore better solution by the 

exclusion mechanism between the nodes to force the movement direction diverge out. 

Definition 1: In wireless sensor networks, the velocity of sensor nodes is mutual 

influence and interference. It means that any change of node in direction or speed may 

cause all neighbors movement adjustment, and these adjustments, in turn, inhibit or 

encourage the change. This velocity in direction or speed is called coherent velocity [28]. 

A coherent velocity calculation method can be used [29-30], which is defined as 

follows: 

 , , , ,c i s i i iv f C v  
                                                                (13) 

where i  is random number sampled from standard Cauchy distribution. The Cauchy 

density function is shown as follows: 
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In equation (13), iv  is the average velocity of local neighborhood nodes for node i with 

the number of ns, and it can be computed as follows: 
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In equation (13), 
 , , ,s if C  

 is a S-shaped function, and C is the degree of coherence 

of neighborhood movement which is the ratio of neighborhood center speed sv  to node 

average speed v , and these variables are computed by following equations: 
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where  and   are the width and offset of S-shaped function respectively. 

 

5. Implementation Description 
 

5.1. Node Attributes 

In this algorithm, each node is an independent individual that records the information 

obtained and used for coverage optimization. These information include coordinate of 

x/y-axis, spatial neighborhood, local best coverage, velocity and coherent velocity etc.. 

The structure of node attributes is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Structure of Node Attributes 

Attribute of node si Description 

x Coordinate of x-axis 

y Coordinate of y-axis 

U Set of spatial neighbourhood 

Nu Number of neighbourhood 

BC Local best coverage 

Bx Local best coordinate of x-axis 

By Local best coordinate of y-axis 

Vx Velocity of x-direction 

Vy Velocity of y-direction 

VCx Coherent velocity of x-direction 

VCy Coherent velocity of y-direction 
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5.2. Spatial Neighborhood Construction 

Spatial neighborhood is a prerequisite for local coverage optimization. The 

neighborhood of a node changes constantly, so the neighborhood should be updated in 

each round iteration of coverage optimization. As described in Section 1.1, the 

construction of spatial neighborhood could be made by two methods, and algorithm 1 

shows the procedure of construction. 

Algorithm 1. Neighborhood with fixed radius Rc 
1: Input: the coordinates (xi, yi) of sensor node si and the fixed radius Rc 

2: Output: Set of spatial neighborhood U and the number of neighborhood Nu 

3: Counter c=0; 

4: For each node k=1,2,…,N Do 

5:       compute distance d between nodes by equation (1) 

6:       If d<=Rc Then 

7:             c=c+1; 

8:             U(c)=k; 

9:       End 

10:End 

11:Nu=c; 

 

Algorithm 2 describes the procedure of spatial neighborhood construction in the case 

of nodes with certain number of neighbors. 

Algorithm 2. Neighborhood with certain number Nu 
1: Input: the coordinates (xi, yi) of sensor node si and the certain number Nu 

2: Output: Set of spatial neighborhood U 

3: For each node k=1,2,…,N Do 

4:       compute distance D(k) between nodes by equation (1) 

5: End 

6: sort D(k) in ascending order 

7: For k=1,2,…,Nu Do 

8:       construct spatial neighborhood U with nearest Nu nodes 

9: End 

 

5.3. Local Neighborhood Coverage Computation 

Statistical analysis of the combined coverage of the discrete monitoring targets in local 

neighborhood monitoring area is made by the equation (3), and local neighborhood 

coverage is computed by the equation (5) what is regarded as fitness function of coverage 

optimization to maximize the network coverage. In fact, the coverage of the whole 

network is a special case of local neighborhood coverage when the node communication 

radius is large enough or the number of neighborhood nodes is sufficient. The algorithm 3 

describes the local neighborhood coverage computation procedure. 

Algorithm 3. Coverage of local neighborhood 
1: Input:  sensor node si and its set of spatial neighborhood U 

2: Output: the local neighborhood coverage Ri 

3: For each monitoring target k=1,2,…,M Do 

4:       Initial cover probability Pm=1; 

5:       For each node in neighborhood j=1,2,…,Nu Do 

6:             compute distance d between node in neighborhood and monitoring target by equation (1) 

7:             compute the node coverage p by equation (2) 

8:             Pm= Pm×(1-p) 

9:       End 

10:      P(k)=1-Pm; 

11:End 

12:compute the coverage of local neighborhood by equation (5) 
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5.4. Procedure of Coverage Optimization 

The optimal coverage algorithm of wireless sensor networks based on PSO is achieved 

by many rounds iteration. The conditions of iteration terminate can be pre-set maximum 

number of rounds iteration, and also a certain network coverage, as well as no change in 

the coverage within a certain number of rounds iteration. The first condition is selected in 

this algorithm. In the each round iteration of optimization procedure, multiple steps are 

operated, such as the inertia weight of velocity computation, spatial neighborhood 

construction, local neighborhood coverage computation, best position update, coherent 

velocity update, velocity and position of node update etc. The algorithm 4 describes the 

coverage optimization procedure. 

Algorithm 4. Coverage optimization procedure 
1: Input: the initial coordinates of all sensor nodes 

2: Output: the optimized coordinates of all sensor nodes 

3: For each round iteration r=1,2,…,rmax Do 

4:      compute the inertia weight of velocity by equation (10) or (11) or (12) 

5:      For each node i=1,2,…,N Do 

6:             construct spatial neighborhood by algorithm 1 or 2 

7:             compute local coverage fc of node si by algorithm 3 

8:             If fc> si.BC Then 

9:                   update BC and Bx, By of si by equation (6) 

10:            End 

11:      End 

12:      For each node i=1,2,…,N Do 

13:            update VCx, VCy by equation (13)-(19) 

14:      End 

15:      For each node i=1,2,…,N Do 

16:            update velocity Vx, Vy by equation (7) 

17:            update coordinate x, y by equation (8) 

18:            avoid the node out of monitoring area by equation (9) 

19:      End 

20:      compute the network coverage by equation (4) 

21: End 

 

6. Experiment and Analysis 
 

6.1. Experimental Settings 

The experiment is performed in the environment of Matlab software. In view of this 

algorithm is a downright local optimization, the monitoring scale is unrestricted and 

without consideration. Therefore, a monitoring area of 100m×100m is used in this 

experiment with 50 sensor nodes randomly deployed. The monitoring radius and 

uncertain monitoring radius error of node are 10m and 1m respectively, while the 

uncertain monitoring coefficient is 0.5. The individual acceleration and coherent velocity 

scale factor are 1 and 0.1 respectively. The width and offset of S-shaped function are -0.5 

and 0.5, respectively, and the maximum number of rounds iteration is 100. 

 

6.2. Communication Radius Selection 

In the ideal condition, the uncertain monitoring radius error re is 0, so the monitoring 

radius is a fixed value r. According to the equation (5), the local neighborhood coverage 

combined by s1, s2, s3 is maximal in the case of seamless coverage topology, shown in 

Figure 3(a). In other words, the limit of zero for the overlapping coverage area O of three 

nodes s1, s2, s3 leads to optimal coverage. 
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Figure 3. Communication Radius Analysis and Selection 

The distance relationship between communication radius and monitoring radius is 

shown in Figure 3(b), and it could be computed as follows: 

2 cos(30 ) 3cR r r                                                               (20) 

In the real condition, the uncertain monitoring radius error re must be considered. The 

monitoring radius is r-re, so the communication radius should be selected as follows: 

2 ( ) cos(30 ) 3( )c e eR r r r r                                                    (21) 

 

6.3. Network Coverage Discussion 

In order to verify the influence of network coverage in the case of spatial neighborhood 

constructed by different methods, different communication radius and different number of 

neighborhood nodes, the corresponding experiments are made, and the results are shown 

in Table 2 and Table 3. 

From Table 2, we can see that the communication radius of the nodes has influence to 

the network coverage while using the spatial neighborhood constructed by fixed radius. 

When the communication radius is about 3  times of monitoring radius, the network 

coverage trends to achieve maximum, and the value is 0.91697 when communication 

radius is 18. 

Table 3 tells us that the number of neighborhood nodes has influence to the network 

coverage while using the spatial neighborhood constructed by certain number neighbors. 

Too large numbers of neighborhood nodes not only reduce network efficiency, but also 

further reduce the network coverage. 

Table 2. Coverage of Neighborhood with Fixed Radius 

Rc 14 16 18 20 22 

Coverage 0.85514 0.86685 0.91697 0.89392 0.86154 

Table 3. Coverage of Neighborhood with Certain Number 

Nu 3 5 7 9 11 

Coverage 0.86465 0.85394 0.85873 0.78547 0.78709 

 

The following experiments analyze and compare the network coverage of initialization 

and after 100 rounds iteration using the spatial neighborhood constructed by fixed radius 

while the value is 18m, and the results are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Network of Pre and Post Optimization 

From Figure 4, we can see that the network nodes of initialization leading to low 

network coverage are randomly distributed, and there are a lot of monitoring blind spots 

and overlapping areas. The distribution of nodes after 100 rounds iteration changes 

uniform with less monitoring blind spots and overlapping areas, so the network coverage 

has been greatly improved. 
 

6.4. Coherent Velocity Effects 

Statistical analysis of the network coverage in the case of the algorithm with and 

without coherent velocity is made, and the results are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Network Coverage of the Proposed Algorithm 

From the Figure, we can see that the network coverage gradually converge after 40 

rounds iteration to stabilize with best coverage 0.8179 when using the algorithm without 

coherent velocity. On the other hand, the network coverage gradually converges after 70 

rounds iteration to stabilize with best coverage 0.91697 when using the algorithm with 

coherent velocity. Therefore, the addition of the coherent velocity significantly avoids the 

network prematurely into a local optimal solution, and improves the network coverage. 
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6.5. Running Time Analysis 

In this section, we analyze the running time of the algorithm in the case of the 

algorithm with and without coherent velocity, and the results are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Running Time of the Proposed Algorithm 

It is not difficult to recognize the approximate proportional relation between the rounds 

of iteration and the running time; and then the coherent velocity introduced into particle 

swarm optimization for network coverage not consumes more time but saves running time. 

It is because the coherent velocity improves the ability of a node to find the optimum 

position in local area. 
 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, starting from the point of multi-node collaboration in the perception layer 

of Internet of Things, an optimal coverage algorithm of wireless sensor networks is 

proposed based on particle swarm optimization with coherent velocity. The experiments 

verify the effectiveness of the algorithm; in addition, the coherent velocity plays an 

important role to improve network coverage. The main contributions are as follows: 

First, two construction of spatial neighborhood is presented to decompose the global 

optimal solution into multiple local optimal solution. 

Second, the node and area coverage models are provided as optimal objective function. 

Third, a pure local coverage optimization algorithm of wireless sensor networks is 

detailed description using particle swarm optimization. 

Fourth, the coherent velocity is introduced to avoid falling into local optimum and to 

explore better solution. 
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